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Chapter 2889 
“Mr. Chen, what is this book in your sea of consciousness? Why is it so crazy to 

absorb energy without a single word?” 

Zhe Yan asked very puzzled! 

David didn’t speak, but shrank his pupils, staring at the Wordless Heavenly 

Book, and saw that the Wordless Heavenly Book was like a vortex, constantly 

devouring everything! 

Seeing that David was silent, Zhe Yan said again, “Mr. Chen, hurry up and 

throw this book out of your sea of consciousness. If this continues, all the 

energy will be sucked away by it.” “Let it suck…” 

Chen 

Ping Staring at the Wordless Heavenly Book, he didn’t try to stop it! 

The energy in the icicle fragments was still rushing into David’s body crazily, 

but David’s body didn’t change at all! 

This made Wa Gu and Liu Ruyan all frown! 

David absorbs energy like this crazily, but David doesn’t change at all. The 

resources David needs to improve a small realm are too outrageous! 



And around David, the unique energy aura of the Ice Soul Fragment has 

already started to form a huge vortex, reaching the mid-air! 

If this continues, other monks will soon discover this place! 

Although there is a magic circle set up by David, even a fifth-rank monk in the 

Composite Realm can’t break through it, but what if the monks who come 

come from a higher realm? 

Wa Gang and Liu Ruyan were on full alert, hoping that David could break 

through and wake up soon! 

Just when the two of them were fully on guard, a figure really flew towards 

them from far to near! 

After seeing the shards of ice soul in front of him, a greedy look suddenly 

appeared in his eyes! 

This cultivator didn’t even look at Wa Gu and Liu Ruyan, and rushed straight 

towards David! 

But just a few steps forward, the magic circle was activated, and the monk was 

instantly blown away! 

“There is still a magic circle?” 

The monk was slightly taken aback, then looked at Wagang and Liu Ruyan and 

said, “You two little monks, close the magic circle quickly, or I will forcefully 

break the formation and kill you two…” 

“Hmph, bragging stuff, you are only at the fifth rank of the Body Fitting Realm, 

and you dare to say such big words!” 

Wa Gang is now at the fourth rank of the Fitting Body Realm, and there is only 

a small difference in the realm, so he is not afraid of the monk in front of him! 



After all, there is still a magic circle to rely on, so there is no need to be afraid! 

“Boy, you are crazy. If you have the ability, let’s fight and hide in the magic 

circle. What can you do?” 

The monk said mockingly! 

“Damn it, if you fight, I’ll still be afraid of you…” 

Wa Chuan said, and was about to rush out! 

“Wa Gang, don’t be impulsive…” Liu Ruyan stopped Wa Gan! 

“Miss Liu, we don’t have to be afraid of him. If I can’t beat him, we can 

definitely enter the magic circle!” After 

Wa Chuan finished speaking, he jumped out of the magic circle! 

When the monk saw that the tile was coming out, he didn’t talk nonsense, and 

stabbed the tile with a sword! 

And Wagang didn’t panic at all, his fists whistled with wind, and strong winds 

surrounded his body, forming a barrier, like armor! 

Just suffered a thunder calamity, and broke through to the fourth-rank of the 

fit state, the strength has indeed improved a lot. Even if he fights with this 

fifth-grade monk of the fit state, he can’t lose a dozen moves in a row! 

Liu Ruyan watched the two fight, but became a little anxious. Looking at 

David, who was sitting cross-legged and motionless, she silently prayed, 

“Break through quickly, wake up quickly. 

” What happened! 

At this time, David was in the sea of consciousness, quietly watching the 

wordless book absorbing energy, and the size of the ice soul fragments was 



rapidly decreasing, but the wordless book seemed to be a bottomless pit, and 

it did not absorb energy at all. The moment it’s over! 

Now David also became a little anxious, he didn’t expect this wordless book to 

be so absorbing! 

The energy of such a large shard of ice soul is almost completely absorbed! 

Just when David was at a loss as to whether to cut off the energy of the 

Wordless Heavenly Book, the Wordless Heavenly Book finally stopped 

absorbing it! 

Chapter 2890 
Originally, there was no word in the wordless scriptures, but golden 

handwriting slowly began to appear! 

Da Luo Jin Dian? 

On the wordless scripture, the four gilded characters are very dazzling! 

Moreover, the Wordless Heavenly Book is like a mountain, floating above 

David’s sea of consciousness, which makes people feel oppressed! 

Surrounding the large gilt characters, mysterious patterns criss-crossed, which 

seemed to be a magic circle, but David couldn’t understand it at all! 

“This…what the hell is this?” 

Zhe Yan looked at Da Luo Jin Dian in front of him, his face full of shock! 

“I don’t know either!” David shook his head! 



David didn’t know that this wordless heavenly book, which originally didn’t 

have a word, actually had handwriting appear after absorbing the energy of 

the fragments of the ice soul! 

What exactly is recorded here? 

Celestial exercises? Mystery of fairy art? Or the origin of heaven and earth? 

David didn’t know what was recorded in it, but David knew that it must be 

something good. 

“Mr. Chen, don’t you know what is recorded inside if you open it?” 

Zhe Yan said! 

David nodded, and then wanted to turn the Da Luo Jindian, but found that no 

matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t turn it at all! 

That Da Luo Jin Dian seemed to be firmly absorbed! 

“This…can’t be opened?” 

David looked surprised. 

“Mr. Chen, maybe you are not strong enough to open it now? After all, what is 

recorded in this book must be beyond our imagination. 

” Practice!” 

Zhe Yan explained! 

When David heard it, it made sense. If there were really some fairy arts from 

the heavens, David would have no way to practice them! 

However, David can be sure that this Da Luo Jindian is definitely an item from 

the heavens! 



For a long time, this Great Luo Jindian has been a wordless book, except for 

the ability to detect some item information, the opportunity has no other use! 

But now, after absorbing the energy of the Ice Soul Fragments, fonts appear, 

which should be the original appearance of the Wordless Book! 

And this ice soul fragment also fell from the heavens, and the energy 

contained in it is very likely to be immortal energy! 

Therefore, this Da Luo Jindian needs to absorb the immortal energy to 

recover, which can prove that this Da Luo Jindian is also a thing of the 

heavens! 

It’s just that it’s unknown how this kind of heavenly thing is in the hands of Mr. 

Shi! 

Or maybe Mr. Shi didn’t even know that this wordless book turned out to be a 

great golden book! 

“Mr. Chen, you don’t have much ice shards left, you should absorb them 

quickly. These ice shards should allow you to break through to the third-grade 

state of the body.” 

David nodded, and then began to go crazy Absorb it! 

This time, the energy of the shards of ice soul is constantly swarming towards 

David’s dantian! 

“Pfft…” 

Just as David was frantically absorbing the energy of the ice fragments, Wa 

Gu’s arm was scratched by a sword, and he rolled to the side! 

Wa Gu, who had just been promoted to the fourth rank of the Composite 

Realm, was still no match for this fifth rank monk in the Composite Realm! 



“Waguan…” 

Liu Ruyan’s expression changed when she saw that Wagang was injured! 

Wagang took the opportunity and hurriedly retreated into the formation! 

When the monk was chasing after him, the tile tank had already entered the 

formation, facing the fragments of the ice soul, he could only stare blankly, 

there was no way out! 

Liu Ruyan treated Wa Gu’s wounds, as a pharmacist, Liu Ruyan could handle 

Wa Gu’s wounds! 

“You wait, although I can’t break through this formation, but our young 

master can definitely…” 

said the monk, his body jumped up, and soon disappeared! 

Seeing the monk leave, Wa Gang and Liu Ruyan were all relieved! 

It’s just that it’s obvious that the other party is going to call for someone. If 

they are calling for a few powerful monks, then this formation will not be able 

to protect them! 

Now Wagang and Liu Ruyan can only pray for David to break through quickly! 

 


